
TECH
We’ve curated the coolest and trendiest tech accessories that will truly set your
brand apart and excite your audience. Get ready to be inspired and excited by
what's possible when you blend your brand with the latest tech innovations!

wildcardpromo.com

Unlock the Power of Your Brand 
with Cutting-Edge Tech! 



POWER UP

Streamline your desk and make charging
your device while you work effortless with
this integrated wireless charging mouse pad.

Wireless Charging Mouse Pad

Item #100934-213

$40

Stylish Powerbank

$65
as low as

SORIN™ 2A SOLAR PANEL

$160
as low as

custom charging disc

$19
as low as
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3 in 1 charging cable

$19
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empower your brand & yout audience



Elevate your listening experience with our premium headphones, where exceptional sound
meets personalized style. Perfect for audiophiles, professionals, and anyone in between,  
custom headphones are the ultimate accessory when you want both quality and individuality.
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Truman Dual Wireless
Charger and Headphone Stand

Keep your everyday essentials and small accessories
close by and organized, making your desk clutter-free
while wirelessly charging all your devices. USBC included.

$70

Item # 100937-121

HEADPHONES

Item # AIRPODS3

Item # 101900-001

Item # 02097-001

apple airpods case

This super strong silicone rubber is shockproof and
lightweight and comes with a dust guard on the charging
port for added protection. Comes in a multitude of colours!

$6

crank up the volume on your brand.

$99

$149$349



$51$125$75

SPEAKERS

Anker™ soundcore

$99

Tiki Speaki™ MINI SONO™ TerraTone™ mini

Take the party outdoors with the rugged and
powerful Soundcore Select Pro Bluetooth
wireless speaker. It boasts an IPX7 rating so
it’s safe to use at the pool or at the beach
and also features a built-in handle for
complete portability. It comes with a powerful
30W sound and BassUp technology.

The Tiki Speaki™ is a wireless speaker lantern
that merges entertainment with ambiance. This
IPX6 waterproof speaker lantern offers a
stunning flame-lighting effect while boasting a
10-watt wireless speaker delivering impressive
sound quality. Pair two Tiki Speaki™ together
for a true stereo sound experience. 

With it’s new compact design you can enjoy
the Mini Sono’s vibrant sound quality at home
and on the road. Buy and pair two Mini Sonos
together for surround sound in your home or
office!Wireless, 33 ft range5W SpeakerPerfect
size for tabletop use TWS allows you to pair
two Mini Sono speakers. Built-in Microphone
with on speaker controls.

Meet the TerraTone™ Wireless Speaker -
a sleek, eco-friendly 5-watt audio
powerhouse. Crafted from recycled faux
leather and recycled plastic, it champions
both style and sustainability. With a
1200mAh battery capacity, enjoy up to 5
hours of playtime at 75% volume.

Item # 101101-001 Item # 98350 Item # OR2318 Item # 98340

as low as as low as as low as as low as
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PHOTO +
VIDEO

Soar the skies with the Soarington lightweight drone!
With a flight time of up to 20 minutes, the Soarington
comes with a built-in camera, live video feed on the
app, and cutting edge smart photo technology.

Soarington Drone

Item #98023

$220

Canon Ivy 2 Mini Photo Printer

$110

Print and customize your photos directly
from your smartphone - NO INK NEEDED! The
IVY 2 Mini Photo Printer uses ZINK (Zero Ink)
technology, which features colorful dye-based
crystals embedded inside the paper.

Item
 #

W
C743900

Belkin Face Tracking 

Phone Mount for vlogging

$99

Item #BK99714

Perfect for vloggers, influencers
and content creator kits, this phone
holder tracks your face as it
moves so every video is in frame

Skylight Digital Photo Frame

$250

Item #WC4998

Delightfully Effortless To Use. No app or subscription
required. Plug in and use the touch screen to
connect to Wi-Fi. Simple & durable design!



PREMIUM

Experience the innovative Moleskine Smart Writing Set, designed to seamlessly digitize
your handwritten notes and ideas. This comprehensive kit includes a large, ruled Smart
Notebook featuring acid-free paper and the technologically advanced Smart Pen,
ensuring every page is instantly accessible and editable via the free Moleskine Notes
App. Perfect for creatives and professionals alike, this set not only enhances your
note-taking but also supports marginalized youth through the Moleskine Foundation. 

Moleskine® Smart Writing Set

$450

Item # 101308-001

$220

beauty fridge

The ultimate gift for the beauty
enthusiast or to make a big impact
on promotional efforts for your
beauty brand. Featuring premium
tempered glass, removable shelves
for customizable storage, and eco-
friendly thermoelectric power, it's
perfect for both home and travel.
Join the revolution in skincare
preservation and indulgence!

Item # BF45471-001

N E X T  L E V E L  T E C H  



FOR FUN Lollipop style QI certified wireless charging pad allows you to
charge your Qi-enabled devices without a cable and eliminates
the need to plug your device into a wall charger or USB port. 

CHI-CHARGE LOLLIPOP

$35
as low as

Double Dip™ Custom Wrap

The Double Dip is a wireless speaker that works up to 25 feet from your connected device.
Featuring built-in dual woofers, this speaker provides great sounds quality and a classy look.
Features: Wireless speaker, 3 hour charge time, 10 hours playtime, Full color wrap imprint.

$79

as low as

$99
custom earbuds

Dive into a world of crystal-clear sound with Active Noise Cancellation (ANC)
and True Wireless Stereo (TWS) technology. Enjoy seamless Bluetooth

connectivity up to 49 feet, sweatproof durability for intense workouts, and
easy on-ear controls for music, calls, and voice assistant commands. as low as

king cobra vr viewer
Interactive viewer! The King Cobra VR Viewer comes with a built-in trigger that
allows you to interact with your apps and games. The full-size headset is designed
to shield external light to enhance the realism. Works with Google Cardboard.

$19
as low as

Item #12703
CW

Item # WC74G3

Item
 #

 W
C2834

Item #88104



LET’S
CONNECT
Something Caught Your Eye?

Let's Make It Happen! 

If anything in our catalogue has
sparked your interest or if you're
dreaming of something uniquely yours,
we're here to bring those visions to life.

613.485.0081
amy@wildcardpromo.com
www.wildcardpromo.com


